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What is Calculus? 
Track 20 

 
 
Intro 
Uh, yeah, calculus, uh let's go! 
 
Verse 1 
Now it could take a whole album 
Or maybe two 
To show exactly  
What calculus can do 
But I'll take a stab at  
Trynna explain to you  
A few key points  
That I hope to get through 
But first things first so get this quick 
Calculus is really a relationship 
Between two functions  
That compare a shift 
Like height and slope  
Or speed and distance 
Differentiation  
Finds the rate of change 
And integration  
Reverses the situation 
But no matter how  
You make your calculation 
With the quantities given  
You must find the equation 
Which always vary  
In a non-linear way 
It's quite contrary  
To algebra's theory they say 
If the function is steady 
Algebra can stay 
But with continual change  
Calculus saves the day! 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Chorus 
Huh,  
We use calculus for all kinda things 
Man you know what I mean 
Like astronomy or the economy 
Height, slope, distance, and speed 
You can calculate  
And you can verify 
Did the speed decrease  
Or did it multiply? 
That’s the rate of change  
The same thing 
That we teaching  
Can you maintain? 
 
Verse 2 
Imagine a world without any motion 
Like things like golf  
Or track or bowling 
It’s pretty boring  
And now that we’re exploring 
Change doesn't seem  
Quite worth ignoring 
So that's where calculus comes in 
Everyday things change  
So we can begin  
To figure out the patterns within  
Heat, money, and acceleration   
From engineering  
To marketing and finance 
A pilot's steering  
And an architect will find that 
Calculus can relate and fix  
A true complication  
Some math could miss  
Yes, all of these situations 
All use the calculus language 
You see it's good to know  
A thing or two 
About calculus and what it can do 

	  


